Arriving from:
- Interstate 64 (exit 255A)
- Patrick Henry Mall
- Oyster Point Rd.

Arriving from:
- City Center at Oyster Point
- J. Clyde Morris Blvd.
- James River Bridge

**Notes**
- The Science Series begins at 7:00 PM and typically ends near 8:00 PM
- Park in the CEBAF Center parking lot
- Enter CEBAF Center through the south (circle facing) doors
- The gates on Lawrence Dr. and Hofstadter Rd. close at 6:30 PM
- People arriving after all available seating has been filled will be turned away

**NOTICE**
- Due to construction, the circle in front of CEBAF Center is impassable. The CEBAF Center parking lot CANNOT be reached by way of Kelvin Drive.